Integrating layered two-dimensional (2D) materials into 3D heterostructures offers opportunities for novel material functionalities and applications in electronics and photonics. In order to build the highest quality heterostructures, it is crucial to preserve the cleanliness and morphology of 2D material surfaces that come in contact with polymers such as PDMS during transfer. Here we report that substantial residues and up to ∼0.22 % compressive strain can be present in monolayer MoS2 flakes transferred using PDMS. We show that a UV-ozone pre-cleaning of the PDMS surface before exfoliation significantly reduces organic residues on transferred MoS2 flakes. An additional 200
Introduction
2D materials like graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), etc. have gained immense attention in recent years due to the wealth of novel fundamental properties and fascinating physical phenomena exhibited by them 1, 2 . A unique possibility existing with these materials is that of assembling them into 3D heterostructures to create artificial materials which do not exist naturally and thus give rise to new functionalities which seem promising for many future applications 3, 4 . These heterostructures can be built by a variety of methods 5 like chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 6 , epitaxial growth 7, 8 , inkjet printing 9 or more generally by mechanical stacking of individual layers 10, 11 . Among the many available techniques for stacking 2D materials [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , one approach that has become common recently is to mechanically exfoliate bulk 2D crystals onto a stamp made of a viscoelastic material, such as poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), bring them in contact with a desired substrate and then slowly detach the stamp to leave the 2D flakes behind 17, 18 . Although this procedure is very versatile, deterministic and fairly simple to perform, not much attention has been paid to the surface cleanliness of the flakes transferred this way.
PDMS is a widely used polymer for contact printing 19 , microfluidics 20 as well as stretchable electronics 21 , and its chemistry has been studied extensively 22 . PDMS is composed of a network of cross-linked dimethylsiloxane oligomers which do not get fully cross-linked even after extensive curing 23 and depending on the curing time and temperature, up to 5% of oligomers can remain uncrosslinked within the PDMS bulk 23, 24 . It is well-known that these uncrosslinked species are even present on the surface of PDMS stamps and get transferred to the target substrate during contact printing 25, 26 , thereafter acting as a surface contamination layer. PDMS oligomer residues have been characterized previously by many techniques such as nonlinear spectroscopy 27 , X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 25, 28 , atomic force * lnovotny@ethz.ch microscopy (AFM) and ToF-SIMS 28 , confirming that PDMS can indeed degrade the surface cleanliness of transferred materials. Residues were also found to occur on 2D materials, e.g. graphene 29 and TMDCs 30 , transferred using PDMS. Owing to their two-dimensional structure, the properties of 2D materials are quite sensitive to surface contaminants and residues trapped at the interfaces within 3D heterostructures 31 . Hence, it is essential to stack these materials with minimum residues.
In this work, the cleanliness of 2D materials transferred using PDMS was investigated with the help of AFM and photoluminescence (PL) measurements. Using monolayer (1L) MoS2 as a test layer, we show evidence for substantial residues being present on MoS2 transferred onto hBN from PDMS. For transferring MoS2 in a cleaner way, we developed an ultraviolet-ozone (UV-O3) treatment recipe to clean the PDMS surface before exfoliating MoS2 on it and found a significant reduction in residues compared to transfer from untreated PDMS. Using PL and Raman spectroscopy, we further reveal that a small compressive strain can be present in MoS2 after transfer from PDMS. We found that subsequent vacuum annealing leads to an almost pristine MoS2 surface on hBN, mostly free from interfacial bubbles, wrinkles and strain. Although here we chose 1L-MoS2 for demonstration since its sensitive PL and Raman signals allow for systematic optical characterization, our cleaning recipe is general and can be used with other 2D materials as well.
Results and discussion
Naturally occurring MoS2 crystals purchased from SPI Supplies were exfoliated on commercial PDMS films (Gel-Film ® PF-40-X4 sold by Gel-Pak) using a blue tape (BT-150E-KL). Figure 1a is an optical microscope image of a monolayer MoS2 flake on PDMS. Bulk hBN crystals were separately exfoliated on O2 plasma cleaned p + Si/SiO2 (285 nm) substrates. The PDMS stamp with MoS2 was placed on a transparent quartz plate and aligned on top of a suitable hBN flake on SiO2 using a mask aligner as depicted schematically in Fig. 1b . Upon slowly bringing MoS2 in contact with hBN at room temperature, the entire stack was heated to ∼65 Large area AFM topography map of the region outlined in c displaying an "apparently clean" surface together with some bubbles and wrinkles. (e) Higher resolution AFM map of the red-outlined region in d exhibiting a dense distribution of residues over the entire MoS2 flake. (f ) Higher resolution AFM map of the green-outlined region in d with a thick layer of residues covering a majority of the area. (g) AFM phase map recorded together with the topography in e depicting a poor phase contrast between MoS2 and hBN due to PDMS residues on both surfaces. (h) Height profile across the MoS2 edge along the dashed line marked in e. An accurate estimation of the thickness of monolayer MoS2 is hindered by topography variations due to surface residues. (i) Height profile across the PDMS residue layer and PDMS + MoS2 along the dashed lines marked in f. The thickness of the residue layer is ∼2.5 nm.
kept underneath the Si/SiO2 substrate. After allowing the stack to cool down, the PDMS stamp was slowly detached as described in ref. [18] , leaving behind the MoS2 flake on hBN (Fig. 1c) .
To characterize the surface of the flakes after transfer, we performed topography mapping using an AFM operating in tapping mode. Figure 1d shows an AFM topography map of the region outlined in black in Fig. 1c . The MoS2 flake appears mostly "clean" on this large scale apart from the usual wrinkles and bubbles which are frequently seen in PDMS transferred flakes 18 . However, if we examine the region outlined in red more closely in the higher resolution map in Fig. 1e , a dense network of residue islands is clearly visible on the entire MoS2 surface, making it difficult to even obtain an accurate estimate of the 1L-MoS2 thickness from a horizontal cross-section (Fig. 1h) . Note that these ±0.6 nm (rms) variations in topography cannot arise from substrate roughness alone as the hBN layer below is atomically smooth. Moreover, on the narrower 1L-MoS2 flake on the right in Fig. 1d , a thick residue layer can be clearly identified which is unmistakably distinct from the MoS2 flake itself. Better visible in the higher resolution AFM map in Fig. 1f , this additional layer left-over by PDMS can be as thick as ∼2.5 nm in some areas (magenta profile in Fig. 1i) . Together with the topography map in Fig. 1e , we also recorded the corresponding AFM phase map as shown in Fig. 1g and observed a poor phase contrast between the MoS2 and hBN surfaces which also indicates the presence of PDMS residues everywhere.
We tested several flakes and similar residues were found on all of them (see supplementary Higher resolution AFM map of the white-outlined region in a. Even though the surface appears mostly free from bubbles and more homogeneous than before (cf. Fig. 1e ), a thin layer of PDMS residues is still present over the entire MoS2 flake. Inset: Height profile along the red dashed line revealing a total thickness of 1.6 nm for the monolayer flake. (d) AFM map of the same region after annealing again for 3 h. Although the total amount of residues does decrease after prolonged annealing, the surface looks far from pristine. Inset: Height profile along the green dashed line.
also affected by the temperature and pressure applied during the transfer. In case of transfers done without applying any heat, residues were visible even in an optical microscope due a change in the color of the SiO2 (285 nm) layer which arises from interference and is sensitive to a few nanometers thick transparent organic layer on top (see supplementary Fig. S2) . These results unambiguously demonstrate, in agreement with previous reports [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , that PDMS can indeed leave a significant amount of residues behind and an efficient method for eliminating them is genuinely needed.
Although a high temperature (400 • C) vacuum anneal after transfer has been reported to reduce PDMS residues on graphene 29 , such high temperatures are known to introduce additional defects in TMDCs 32, 33 which are more fragile compared to graphene. Moreover, we found that annealing by itself is not sufficient to fully restore the transferred flakes to their pristine state. The MoS2 flake shown in Fig. 1c was annealed at 200
• C in vacuum for 3 h. In the AFM maps in Figs. 2a, b it can be noticed that although bubbles and wrinkles are mostly gone, the MoS2 surface is still smeared with residues. This is also evident from the AFM cross-section in Fig. 2b revealing the total thickness of the flake to be 1.6 nm, which is significantly higher than the expected value of 0.7 nm for monolayer MoS2. An additional vacuum anneal using the same parameters did somewhat reduce the thickness to ∼0.9 nm as depicted in Fig. 2c . However, it can be easily seen that the surface topography is quite inhomogeneous and does not approach the cleanliness level of a freshly exfoliated MoS2 flake. Alternatively, dissolving PDMS residues in organic solvents such as dichloromethane and toluene 24 is also not very effective as the solvent molecules themselves tend to get adsorbed at exposed 2D material surfaces/edges and can even chemically dope TMDCs 34 . This brings us to the question of how to eliminate PDMS residues in a way that does not compromise the 2D material being transferred in any way. In this regard, it appears more reasonable to clean the PDMS surface itself before it comes in contact with the 2D material.
To achieve this, we developed a UV-O3 treatment recipe to modify the PDMS surface prior to MoS2 exfoliation. This recipe was found to significantly reduce transfer residues without having any negative effect on the MoS2. UV-O3 cleaning of PDMS has been proposed in the past 25 and the mechanism behind it can be understood as follows. Oxygen free radicals and ozone (O3) created from atmospheric oxygen in the presence of UV-radiation, break down organic species on the PDMS surface into CO2, H2O and simpler volatile organic products. At the same time, the silicon present in poly-dimethylsiloxane gets oxidized and forms a thin (20-30 nm) layer of silicon oxide (SiOx) on PDMS 35 . This SiOx surface layer besides having a low carbon content, also acts as a diffusion barrier for oligomers still present within the PDMS bulk.
To optimize the treatment time, we exposed several PDMS stamps to UV-O3 in a Bioforce Nanosciences UV Ozone ProCleaner for varying times, and found a duration of 30-40 min to be the optimum. Shorter times did not fully clean the PDMS and longer exposure led to a poorer coverage of flakes on the PDMS upon exfoliation. We also observed that if the exfoliation was done immediately after UV-O3 treatment, bonding often occurred between the PDMS and the blue tape used for exfoliation or in rare cases even between the PDMS and O2 plasma treated SiO2 surface during the transfer process. However, this bonding could be avoided by leaving the PDMS exposed to ambient air for a few hours to let the surface undergo a partial hydrophobic recovery 36, 37 . This led us to the following optimized process flow, the results of which are presented below.
The PDMS stamp was exposed to UV-O3 for 30 min and then after a wait interval of 2 h in air, MoS2 was exfoliated on PDMS as usual. Upon optical identification of suitable flakes, transfer was carried out the same way as described earlier. Figure 3a shows an optical microscope image of a large MoS2 flake exfoliated on 30 min UV-O3 treated PDMS which was subsequently transferred to hBN (Fig. 3b ). In the AFM topography map of the 1L region shown in Fig. 3c , one can notice the absence of dense islands or thick layers of PDMS residues unlike in Figs. 1e or 1f. Although small amounts of residues can still be detected, this MoS2 flake is significantly cleaner than the one in Fig. 1 which was transferred from untreated PDMS (also see supplementary and bubbles filled mainly with air molecules and organic adsorbates that become trapped between MoS2 and hBN during transfer and get squeezed into small pockets via a selfcleaning effect 13, 38 . The amount of trapped bubbles can be reduced by performing the exfoliation and transfer inside an Ar filled glove box to exclude molecular adsorbates 39 or even fully eliminated by stacking in vacuum as shown recently 40 . Alternatively, we found that bubbles and wrinkles can be very efficiently removed by vacuum annealing at 200
• C, similar to another recent report 41 . At this temperature and under low pressure, the trapped species inside the bubbles become mobile and coalesce into bigger bubbles to minimize the total surface energy 16 . They also tend to migrate towards the edge from where they eventually escape the interface, thereby lowering the overall density of bubbles. Figure 3d is an AFM map of the same region as Fig. 3c after 3 h vacuum annealing at 200
• C exhibiting a complete removal of wrinkles and a remarkable reduction in bubbles. The higher resolution AFM map in Fig. 3e of the red outlined region features a nearly pristine surface with a clean step of 7.2 A (Fig. 3f) and a surface roughness of ±1.4 A (rms) over the entire flake. This is in striking contrast to the MoS2 flake transferred from untreated PDMS where the surface quality remained compromised by PDMS residues even after prolonged annealing as shown in Figs. 2b-c. The corresponding AFM phase map in Fig. 3f (inset) shows a clear phase contrast between MoS2 and hBN (unlike Fig. 1g ) providing further evidence for the decrease in residues by UV-O3 treatment of PDMS. Detailed AFM analysis of two additional 1L-MoS2 flakes transferred from UV-O3 treated PDMS can be found in supplementary Figs. S3-S4 showing similarly clean surfaces.
Thus our recipe provides a new method to obtain very clean 2D material flakes on hBN. We would like to stress that a combination of UV-O3 pre-cleaning followed by vacuum annealing is crucial, and vacuum annealing by itself does not result in a pristine surface as evident from Fig. 2 . Note that here we transferred MoS2 onto atomically smooth hBN flakes to decouple the SiO2 substrate roughness from the surface topography of MoS2 which allowed us to better resolve surface residues using AFM. Although the surface cleanliness doesn't depend on the substrate used, we have observed that the removal of bubbles and wrinkles during vacuum annealing is not very effective for MoS2 transferred directly on SiO2 (see discussion in supplementary section S4).
Optical Characterization
To further characterize the effect of PDMS transfer on the optical properties of MoS2, we performed PL and Raman spectroscopy. Experimental details can be found in the Methods section. Spatial maps of the spectrally integrated PL counts were recorded from the MoS2 flake in Fig. 1d transferred using untreated PDMS (labelled as 'untreated' in ( Fig. 3d) . PL maps of the two flakes depicted in Figs. 4a, b show no apparent differences and the count rates were comparable for similar excitation powers. This indicates that PDMS residues (and/or vacuum annealing) do not seem to affect the overall PL quantum yield which could be one reason why residues have been overlooked in the past. The PL spectra of the two flakes, however, did show some interesting differences.
Besides the well-known A, B-exciton and trion (X − ) peaks, a new broad feature around 1.68 eV can be noticed in Fig. 4c in the PL spectra of untreated MoS2. This low energy peak can be better visualized at the locations marked by green and yellow dots in Fig. 4a where thick PDMS layers were present on MoS2 (as shown previously in the AFM map in Fig. 1f ). At these spots, the main excitonic peaks were weaker which made it easier to resolve the new peak (see Fig. 4c inset) . Surprisingly, this peak could not be detected in MoS2 flakes transferred from UV-O3 treated PDMS (light blue and orange curves in Fig. 4d inset) as well as in the fluorescence spectra of an untreated PDMS stamp without MoS2 (data not shown here). It appeared in the PL spectra of MoS2 only when PDMS residues were present on MoS2 but its true origin is unclear at present. Such a broad low energy emission could possibly be attributed to impurity bound excitons at room temperature 33, 42 whose creation, however, is still not well understood in literature and a more detailed investigation is needed to elucidate the exact mechanism that gives rise to this additional peak.
Apart from this, it can be clearly observed in Fig. 4d that the A-exciton peaks of as-transferred MoS2 (light and dark blue curves) are slightly blue-shifted with respect to that of vacuum annealed MoS2 (orange curve) and lie at 1.887±0.002 eV which agrees very well with the value of 1.89 eV measured previously on MoS2 transferred from PDMS onto various substrates 43 . On the contrary, for vacuum annealed MoS2 the A-exciton peak lies at 1.876±0.002 eV, very close to that of MoS2 exfoliated directly on SiO2 44, 45 . By comparing the PL spectra at various locations on the two flakes in Figs. 4a, b and performing multi-Lorentzian fitting to decouple the trion peak from the exciton peak, we estimated a blue-shift of 11±3 meV for the A-exciton peak of as-transferred MoS2. Moreover, one can also notice a blue-shift in the B-exciton peak as highlighted by the Lorentzian fits in Fig. 4e . The complete set of fits for the entire spectra can be found in supplementary Fig. S6 .
In order to understand the origin of the A, B-exciton blue-shift upon transfer, we performed Raman spectroscopy to gain further insight from the E 1 2g mode which is sensitive to strain in MoS2. In exfoliated, unstrained 1L-MoS2 at room temperature, the E 1 2g peak should lie at 385 cm −146 whereas for our as-transferred MoS2 on hBN it lies at ∼386 cm −1 (blue curve in Fig. 4f ). An E 1 2g peak up-shift signifies an increase in built-in compressive strain, thus implying that PDMS not only leaves residues behind, but can also compress the MoS2 during transfer. An up-shift of ∼1 cm −1 corresponds to an accumulation of ∼0.22% compressive strain in MoS2 after transfer 47 , similar to estimate made by Buscema et al. 43 This induced strain causes an increase in the direct bandgap at the K -point which leads to blue-shifted A, B-exciton emission 48, 49 . According to previously reported DFT calculations 50 as well as experimental results 47 , a 0.22% strain would induce an A-exciton shift of 10±1.5 meV which is in good agreement with the shift of 11±3 meV estimated from our PL measurements. For the sake of completeness, one can also compare the A 1g peaks in the two Raman spectra to characterize the effect of residues on doping. The strong electron-phonon coupling of the out-of-plane A 1g mode in MoS2 causes it to down-shift with increasing doping 51 . In Fig. 4f , the two A 1g peaks lying at ∼406.5 cm
imply a low n-doping in both MoS2 flakes on hBN (compared to 403-404 cm −1 for 1L-MoS2 on SiO2) 43, 46 .
The origin of strain can possibly be attributed to the inherent lack of stiffness of PDMS. As discussed previously by Gomez et al. 18 , PDMS being soft can get slightly deformed during transfer by the pressure exerted on PDMS upon coming in contact with the target substrate. It is quite likely that this deformation of PDMS induces a compressive strain in the flake being transferred as measured for MoS2 in our case. The induced strain eventually gets released upon vacuum annealing, down-shifting the E 
Conclusions
To summarize, we have demonstrated that PDMS residues as well as compressive strain can be present in 2D materials exfoliated onto and transferred from PDMS stamps. Using 1L-MoS2 as an example, we have observed evidence of surface contamination in both AFM maps and PL spectra. UV-O3 treatment of PDMS prior to exfoliation significantly reduces the amount of unwanted surface oligomers which results in a cleaner transfer of MoS2 in comparison with untreated PDMS. We showed that a 1L-MoS2 surface of a very high quality can be obtained by a combination of UV-O3 pre-cleaning followed by vacuum annealing after transfer. AFM topography of annealed MoS2 flakes on hBN displayed a homogeneously smooth surface with a substantial reduction in interfacial bubbles and wrinkles. PL spectroscopy of as-transferred MoS2 revealed blue-shifted A, B-exciton peaks due to an accumulation of compressive strain during the transfer. This induced compression could be released by a post-transfer vacuum anneal.
It is advantageous to exfoliate MoS2 on PDMS for obtaining large area ( > 1000 µm 2 ) monolayer MoS2 flakes with a high yield unlike direct exfoliation on SiO2 which results in relatively smaller flakes. The recipe we provided now makes it possible to integrate these large area flakes exfoliated on PDMS into clean heterostructures for high performance electronic and photonic devices. Our results are valuable for future experimental studies and practical applications utilizing clean 2D material heterostructures.
One must keep in mind that even though PDMS residues do not significantly influence the optical properties of MoS2, surface residues could still affect electrical transport by scattering charge carriers and thereby reduce carrier mobility. Moreover, trapped residues within TMDC heterostructures could also weaken interlayer coupling 31 and adversely affect physical phenomena such as interlayer charge recombination or separation, interlayer electron-phonon coupling, polariton formation, out-of-plane tunneling, etc. which rely on high-quality interfaces. Hence, the importance of eliminating residues while stacking 2D materials using PDMS, or any other technique in general, cannot be overstated. In this direction, our results highlight the significance of a careful characterization and optimization of any transfer procedure and subsequent processing steps in order to preserve interface quality and obtain unperturbed crystal structures with well-defined physical properties.
Methods
All transfers were done with a SÜSS MicroTec MJB4 mask aligner. Annealing was performed in a quartz tube furnace (Carbolite Gero) at 200
• C for 3 h in a low vacuum of 5 × 10 −3 mbar (limited by our rotary pump). Before heating, the quartz tube was flushed several times with argon gas to remove any residual water or oxygen molecules. After 3 h, the furnace was left for a few hours to cool down naturally to room temperature before taking out the samples.
All measurements were carried out at room temperature under ambient conditions. For PL measurements, samples were mounted on a piezoelectric stage and excited with a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser (attenuated to 15 µW power) using a 50x air objective (0.8 NA) in a scanning confocal microscopy setup. The MoS2 flakes were raster scanned across the laser focus and photon counts at each xy-position were recorded with a single photon counting module (Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQRH-14) after passing through a 532 nm RazorEdge longpass filter. PL spectra were measured with a Princeton Instruments Acton SP300i spectrometer at 100 µW excitation power (30 s integration). For Raman spectroscopy, excitation was done with the 530.8 nm line of an Ar-Kr laser (Coherent) at 100 µW power and the back-scattered light was dispersed onto a grating with 1200 grooves/mm. The grating was calibrated with a Neon lamp before recording the Raman spectra. Lorentzian fits were obtained using the freely available peak-o-mat software. All spectra were normalized to the Raman peak of p + Si lying at 521.7 cm
for a better comparison.
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S1. Ineffectiveness of annealing in removing PDMS residues
Residues are always present to a varying degree on flakes transferred from PDMS. Here we show an exceptional case of residues on a 1L-MoS 2 flake which was exfoliated on untreated PDMS (Fig.   S1a inset) and transferred to hBN (Fig. S1a) . The AFM topography map of the as transferred flake in Fig. S1b clearly reveals that it is covered in a thick coat of PDMS residues in most places.
As indicated by the red cross-section in Fig. S1c , the thickness of this residue layer is > 5 nm near the MoS 2 edge. It is a common practice to anneal 2D materials to clean surface residues after transfer and enhance interlayer coupling in heterostructures. However, as shown in the main text, PDMS residues are difficult to completely remove simply by annealing. Figure S2d is an AFM map of the same flake after 3 h annealing at 200 • C in vacuum. Bubbles and wrinkles were eliminated as expected and the total thickness came down to ∼1.6 nm (green profile in Fig. S2c) upon annealing. But this is still not comparable to the thickness of ∼0.7 nm exhibited by monolayer Besides UV-O 3 treatment, we also tried other alternate approaches to clean the PDMS surface before exfoliation. One possible way to clean PDMS is via extraction of uncrosslinked oligomers from bulk PDMS by soaking it in organic solvents for several hours 1 . But we found that it is difficult to completely extract all oligomers this way 2 and being a lengthy procedure makes it inconvenient for practical use. shows a mostly clean surface (though slight traces of residues can be identified in the lower right part). Remarkably, even a monolayer hBN terrace can be resolved in this image which highlights the superior cleanliness of MoS 2 transferred this way compared to that from untreated PDMS in 
S5. Fitting the photoluminescence spectra
Here we show the complete set of fits for the photoluminescence (PL) spectra plotted in 
